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ABSTRACT 

Literature since the issuing of VASH-1400 reactor 
safety study shows that although the methodology has 
been attacked, it stands criticism well. Contrary to 
the aim of the study, which was to give a realistic, 
rather than a conservative risk estimate, there are 
many conservatisms in it. The strongly attacked 
treatment of common mode failure involving the "square-
root bounding model" is shown here to be very likely 
to give correct results - and the applications 
of it in WASH-1^00 do not often give results 
different from using the mean instead of the median. 
The Three-Mile Island accident is not such as to 
change the conclusions of WASII-l̂ OO regarding core-
melt probabilities. 
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Probabilistics Since VASH-lfrOO 

Introduction 
WASH-1U00 (NRC 1975) was an attempt to calculate the 

probability of a core-melt accident in a light-water nuclear 
reactor. It attracted considerable comment especially 
since it used new methods. This report examines the course 
of the discussion since that time and current uses of the 
mothodology. 

The attacks the report received were inevitable. 
Government reports are seldom innovative. WASH-1^00 was 
not only innovative but almost a tour-de-force, and 
attracted considerable misunderstanding and misinter
pretation. 

The study predicted that.the worst accident would kill 
-9 about 3300 people with a probability of 10 per reactor 

year. This very low figure attracted suspicion because 
space program predictions about reliability giving small 
figures had not been correct. However, the low figure arose 
from a number of factors, each relatively large in them
selves, which were multiplied together. Each was reasonably 
well established. 
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Some uncertainties which have been more recently 
scrutinised were the working of the emergency core-cooling 
system and the application to more specific situations, 
since the study was intended to be akind of average for 
US reactors. Since that time also, there has been an 
extensive critique of WASH-1^00 by a panel headed by Lewis; 
the Three-Mile Island accident has occurred, but also an 
extensive use of the method has occurred. 
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Common mode calculations 
This is probably the area where WASH-1^00 has been 

attacked most strongly and yet, in my opinion, the 
treatment was accidentally valid. In WASH-lUOO probabilities 
are multiplied together. Since most failure probabilities 
are low, the multiplication gives even lower probabilities. 
However, if the failure rates are not independent, the 



multiplication is invalid. For example, a single cause 
such as a fire may cause multiple failures. Or loss of 
electrical power may prevent many vital functions simul
taneously. WASH-1400 tried to allow for this by a novel 
method of calculation which attempted to allow for partial 
independenc e. 

It is possible to calculate the failure probability 
of a system such as a pump from a collected data base. 
Another system can also have its failure probability 
calculated similarly. Ve assume that both pumps must fail 
for the reactor to fail. Now if there is a factor influencing 
both the systems, their failure rates may not be completely 
independent and we have a "common-mode failure". If the 
raw probability of failure of system A is P(A) and for B 
is P ( B ) , and they are independent, the probability of a 
simultaneous failure is P(A)-P(B). If a common influence 
acts towards making them linked rather than independent, 
the system will fail with a frequency which is governed by 
the most reliable of the two. Let us assume that P(A) is 
smaller than P(B). This, therefore, represents the upper 
bound on the probability of failure of both systems 
simultaneously. So, the lower bound probability is P(A)*P(B) 
and the upper bound is P ( A ) . Whereabout is the most likely 
value? For, in practice, there will be some coupling; some 
common-mode contribution. WASH-1400 finds this value by 

« 
taking the geometric means of the upper and lower bound. -12 Thus, in one example where the lower bound was 10 and 
the upper was 10" , WASH-1400 found the geometric mean to 
be 10"9. 

This technique has been criticised by Yellin (1976) and 
the Lewis report (Lewis et al. 1978). The latter state : 
"In our view, criticism levelled at the 'square-root 
bounding model' is entirely justified.... The degree of 
arbitrariness in this procedure boggles the mind,.. the 
lower-bound model gives a bound which is so low as to be 
absurd.... there is no reason to believe that (the model) 
is in any sense a symmetrically placed upper-bound model". 
These criticisms are harsh. However they may not be justified. 
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VASH-lUOO assumed tht the correct answer for the failure 
rate lay somewhere between 10~ and 10"" . Where, depends 
on the model for the distribution. If it is log-normal, 
and the bounds are symmetrical, then one does indeed find 
the correct figure by the geometric mean (or the square root 
of the product of the two probabilities). But the Lewis 
report denies both the assumptions. However they also say: 
"Within the errors listed in RSS (the study) we accept the 
log-normal as an acceptable summary of most data". The point 
hox-e is that almost all data of a type where there are many 
low values and few high ones are log-normally distributed, 
and this is well known outside the nuclear field; the 
assumption was a very reasonable one for WASH-l^OO to have 
made and the balance of experience is well in favour of it, 
though it could not be explicitly justified. Data slowly 
accumulating on common-mode failure probabilities are 
supporting the assumption (Erdinann 1977). 

If the distribution is really log normal it may be 
transformed by taking logarithms to a normal form. That 
makes it symmetrical. However we know one other thing and 
that is that the distribution does not extend infinitely 
far in both directions - to a first approximation it has 
clear bounds, upper and lower. At both bounds the value of 
the function is exactly zero; it has the same value at both 
bounds. This is therefore a slightly modified form for 
the normal distribution, but the point is that JLf the 
distribution is this modified normal one, the bounds are 
symmetrical, quite contrary to the criticism. To a second 
approximation one would have to consider that the bounds 
are means from experimentally derived failure rates and 
have small errors on them and hence are not clear. 

The criticism that the lower bound is absurd is not 
correct, and irrelevant, because we are considering models, 
and more importantly their extremes in theory. 

The conclusion of all this is that if the distribution 
really is normal, and really has upper and lower bounds, then 
the mean can be found by taking the geometric mean,and the 
"square-root model" is justified. 
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Another important point is not only the av?dian of the 
distribution but the for* of it. Some critics have argued 
that the distribution could be very elongate vithin the 
upper and lover bounds, and hence the standard deviation 
night be so large that the error band should be very 
substantially increased, on subsequent probabilities. Thus 
it was argued vhere the bounds were 10~ and 10~ that 
the standard deviation could be three orders of magnitude 
in each direction. However this is highly improbable. 
Firstly it is known that the distribution has a probability 
of zero at each of the bounds, which argues the standard 
deviation is considerably less than that, and secondly such 
a wide standard deviation has never been found before in 
any log-normal distribution within my experience. Standard 
deviations are usually much less. 

As a typical calculation, if we assume that 99•7% 
"t 9 £ 

of the distribution is within the two bounds (10 and 10~ 
and it is log normal, this means that the mean is three 
standard deviations away from each bound - or that the 
standard deviation is one order of magnitude. 

As quoted by Easterling (1978), the USNRC was happy to 
accept the figure for the above calculation as yielding a 

-9 probability of 10 . This was because if the conservative 
figure was chosen, that is, 10" , the upper bound, it gave 
ultimate probabilities for failure of the control rod system 
which were much higher than those observed. In another 
case using the methodology figures from experience are now 
available. These are cited by Lewis et al. and give 
failure probability of 6 x 10~* per demand compared with 
the 10 ̂  calculated by WASH-lUOO. His review panel does 
not seem to realise that this is so close to the predicted 
figure that either it was a most remarkable coincidence or 
else the method is correct. 

Examination of WASH-1400, appendix II, shows the way 
the above calculations were used (especially the median 
calculations). It is found that (a) often no common-mode 
failure could be found, (b) when it was found it was often 
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negligible compared with other probabilities, (c) often the 
failure is assumed to be tightly coupled (the conservative 
assumption). This leaves about half a dozen cases in which 
data from experience is available, and nine calculations in 
which loose coupling is assumed and the median calculation 
used. 

The remaining bounds for which the medians are 
calculated aret 

Reactor 

10"6, 10" 1 2; 10"6,10"8; 10~3,lO 

system Bounds 
CSIS -2 -k 10 , 10 * 
HPSIS 10"*3, 2.10 
RPS 6.10*5, 6.10"8; 
ADS 3.10"2, 9.10"'1 

HPSVS -h -7 7.10 , 5.10 ' 
APWS 3.10"3, 3.10"8 

In general, examination of the above figures shows 
that calculation of the median nnd error range by the method 
under dispute gives one set of results; calculation of 
means on the extremely pessimistic assumption that the 
distribution is not log-normal, but normal, and hence the 
mean is close to the upper bound, gives a second set, 
comparison of the means with the medians shows that they 
are inside the error ranges in all but two cases. This 
means that the result of the calculation of the median is 
sensitive to the form of the calculation only in two cases; 
AFVS and the exceptional RPS case. The former is a PVR 
case, the latter a BWR case. 

For the PWR case the figures in appendix II and V show 
that another contribution apart from the calculated common-
mode one is dominant, but the latter cannot be neglected. 
However, even if the latter is too low by a factor of ten, 
it is still within the error spread on the overall figure. 
The figure is important because it is a major contributor 
to PWR release category PWR-1. It is not such a contributor 
to any other categories. 

For the BWR case the figure is important because it 
is a major contributor to a whole range of release 
sequences. For the PWR case therefore, the most crucial 



common-mode failure figure is not a dominant contributor 
to the overall core-melt probability, since the categories 
below category 1 are more probable and do not contain that 
particular common-mode contribution, but for the BVR case 
the importance remains. 

The same "square-root" calculation method has been 
used by the Swedish Reactor Study (Ericsson and Tiren 1978). 

Conservatism 

WASlI-1̂ 00 set out to be realistic rather than conser
vative, but incorporated much engineering judgement at 
some places, which is usually conservative. Here I survey 
areas in the study where conservatism or non-conservatism 
have been found. 

The Lewis report commented that the report contains 
substantial conservatism due to the pervasive regulatory 
influence and human adaptability. They thought that the 
common-mode failure treatment might not have considered all 
possible effects and hence almost certainly is non-
con serva tiv e. 

More specific comments are found in other authors. 
Erdmann (1977) gives a list of important points. He 

asserts that the meteorology model is not conservative (but 
see later in this report) and says that the smoothing used 
in the different categories introduces either conservatism 
or non-conservatism depending on the direction of smoothing. 
The assumption of either no core melt or complete core melt 
also led to conservatism. This EPRI study was able to 
repeat some of the calculations in appendix VI and found 
minor programming errors, but the differences are described 
as "modest". 

Even in the two years since the report there had been 
improvements in the hardware in reactors. The reactor 
protection system failure rate was calculated to have 

-5 -6 
improved from 1.3 x 10 ^ to 2.3 x 10 , and many other 
improvements had decreased the calculated risks until (and 
this is very significant finding) human error was now 
dominant, not machine failure, as a major cause of dangerous 
accidents. 
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Sprung et el.(1978) reviewed the meteorological dispersion 
model used. They were able to improve it(incorporating a 
better plume rise model, rain models and the effects of wind 
shear. They concluded that it is reasonable to substitute 
meteorology from one site to another, but that overall for 
the imaginary composite population used in VASH-1400 
the low consequence events were overestimated by a factor 
of 3 and the higher consequence events were underestimated 
by the same factor. 

In another paper Sprung (1978) mentions that in the 
very unfavourable Indian Point case the overall early con
sequences might be not greater than ten times higher than 
given in WASH-1400. The latter however derived a mean for 
a number of sites. 

In a review of water-reactor safety research, Cottrell 
(1979) describes a few factors which have shown some of 
the ¥ASH-l400 figures to be conservative. In particular, the 
decay heat is smaller, the zircalloy oxidation less, the 
oxygen diffusion less, and the swelling was less; molten 
core erosion of concrete was found be be thermically 
dominated, with less chemical component than thought. Also 
the release of Cs and I at fuel gaps is 1/200 to l/60 of 
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WASH-1^00 values. These findings would all reduce the 
consequences. 

The personal view of Lewis (Nuclear News 1979a) was 
that the conservative elements in VASH-1^00 overbalance 
the non-conservative ones. Included in the list would 
have to be the results of the LOFT tests, which simulate a 
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loss-of-coolant accident in a reactor. The reports (e.g. 
McPherson 1977) code from experiments both with electrical 
resistance heating and nuclear fuel rods. In all cases the 
predictions and theory coincide in a very satisfactory way. 
This suggests that the 10# failure rate for the ECCS 
assumed in WASH-1400 is much too conservative. The linear 
scale of the test rig is only one fifth of a commercial 
reactor, but the power density is two thirds, so one can 
be fairly confident that the remaining small gap in extra-

1 

polation will contain few surprises. 
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Erdmann (1979) at the end of an extensive research 
programme on the methodology of probabilisties mentions 
that the "anticipated transient without scram" area has now 
been found to be conservatively treated by WASH-lUOO also. 
It appears that VASH-1400 took as the rate from experience 
ten incidents per year. However this is based on incidents 
in the first year of a reactor's life. If longer term data 
are used the rate drops to 3*52 (in General Electric plants). 
This also decreases the overall probabilities by a factor 
of about three. 

Other applications 

The techniques in WASII-l'jOO have been widely applied 
elsewhere, notably to the HTGR( LMFBR,and the study has 
essentially been re-done for LWIts by the Germans and 
partially re-done by the Danes and Swedes. 

The "High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor" studies were 
done by General Atomics (Barsell et al. 1977; Houghton and 
Joksimovic 1978; and General Atopics 1977). The general 
conclusion, not unexpectedly, is that such a reactor is 
inherently safer than an LVR. The frequency of core over-

-5 heating was estimated at 3 x 10 per reactor year, and in 
90% of these the core was irreparably damaged, but the 
pressure vessel and containment survived. At a probability 

—6 —7 of 10~ to 10 per year an accident happens such that less 
than one person is killed, and property damage is between 
one and two million dollars. There would be 10-100 thyroid 
nodules. The study found that log-normal distributions 
gave a better fit to the data than rectangular or normal 
distributions. 

For the Clinch River liquid metal fast breeder, results 
quoted by Wilson (1977) suggest that probabilities of 
accident are in general 1-2 orders of magnitude less than 
for LWRs, even including the possibility of recriticality. 
This is confirmed by Erdmann (1979)• A report in Nucleonics 
Veek (1979) from the INFCE group considering safety and 
proliferation questions concludes that the total breeder 
system has only a few percent of the total health risk of 
the LWR. Although the reactivity margin is smaller, the 
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higher efficiency results in decreasing the total production 
of radioactive substances. 

Erdmann (1979) comments that the General Electric study 
of the Clinch River breeder probabilistics contained quite 
a few errors - incomplete consideration of common-mode 
events being one - with the result that soaa of the proba
bilities were increased (for example the loss of off-site 

_« AC power was given by General Electric as 1.75 * 1 0 P« r 

_i year, but the corrected figure is 3>M> x 10 , a figure much 
nearer to the Brookbaven calculations. However, when 
various iaproveaents to the system suggested are incorporated» 
and the calculation re—done, the probability becomes 
6.85 x 10" 5). 

Titere has been a study of tlu» ttarsRbaeck 2 BWR 
(Groeslund 1978) wiich concluded that the risks from *,hat 
reactor were aabout the same as the Peach Bottom reactor 
considered in VASH-lfcOO. There were two studies done, one 
at Studsvik and the other in the US, and the reference 
quoted compares them; there was little difference in many 
cases though the US study argued the possibility of large-
scale pipe rupture 7*7 times greater than VASH-lfcOO cal
culated. Many of the figures calculated in the Swedish 
study were higher in probability levels than YASB-1%00 but 
they were also deliberately conservative, which marks an 
important difference. 

Ericsson and Tiren (1978) for the Porsmark-3 plant 
calculated a core-melt probability of 3.1 x 10~ per year 
compared with 2.5 x 10~ 5 in VASH-1400, due to lesser 
failure rates for̂  reactor shutdown and residual heat removal 
(tha reactor has a dual shutdown system). Tlie Forsmark study 
did not necessarily assume absolute figures TOT probabilities, 
but was primarily concerned t*> compare probabilities. 

There has also been a thorough German study (Nucleonics 
Week 1979b; Bayer et al. 1978)> The population density 
assumed was ten times that of tbe US and much lower pro
bability accidents were examined. At a probability level 

—9 of 10 the highest death figure was 104,000, which consisted 
of 11,000 immediate deaths and the remainder delayed. 
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At 10 per reactor year, there was a probability of two 
prompt deaths and 2700 delayed. The probability of core -4 melt down was given as 10 . Small leaks were the predominant 
trigger of accidents (72%), then power failure (25%), medium 
leaks (3%) ana large leaks (l%). Only 0.7% of melt-downs 
released radionuclides to the environment. Half the 
accidents were calculated to cause deaths outside the 
border of Germany. All 19 reactc~ sites in Germany were 
considered. For low doses no dose-effectiveness factors 
were used, contrary to VASH-1'tOO, also no economic model. 
The threshold for prompt effects was put at 100 rad rather 
than 320 rad as in VASH-1400. 

The Lewis Report 

This study (already quoted) was a thorough examination 
of some of the issues raised by WASH-140O. Some of the 
positive points given were that it was honest and con
scientious (some critics had accused the authors of WASH-
1400 of dishonesty and assorted unethicality), and that 
the basic methodology was sound,and should be applied in 
reactor licensing and other electrical generation techno
logies. No new accident sequences had been found which 
were important and affected the probabilities in a signi
ficant way. They also said: "Our understanding of the 
effects of radiation-induced diseases,wftile meager and 
empirical on the whole, far exceeds our understanding of 
almost all other comparable disease effects such as those 
from chemical or biological agents under either acute or 
chroni c expo sure c ondi ti on s w. 

« However, many of the points were quite critical, and 
while the NRC had previously accepted the earlier WASH-1400 
and its findings as valid and important, it now asserted 
(USNRC 1979) that the Lewis critique was valid and that the 
WASH-1400 risk figures were not reliable (with the impli
cation that no credence should be given to absolute figures), 
but that since the results were not heavily relied on in 
usual circumstances, the effects would be negligible. 
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One of the main criticisms was that the error bounds 
were greatly understated. The reasons for this were given 
as (u) the square-root procedure, (b) the uncertainty of 
the log-normal assumption, (c) insufficient experience of 
pressure-vessel rupture, (d) not all reactors are '„Iie same 
as those studied, (e) the data are sometimes sparse for 
failure rates, (f) there were no errors allowed for some 
containment failure modes, (g) biological effects had 
greater error bounds than allowed for, (h) human error may 
improve or worsen consequences - honce error bounds are 
wider. 

Many of these are arguable-, (a) and (b) have already been 
mentioned. Appendix XI of WASII-i'iOO asserts that in fact 
the pressure vessel data are extensive, and the extension 
of the study methods to other t>pes of reactors shows that 
point (d) is well known. Points (a) and (f) are correct as 
far as I can tell, but point (g) is again doubtful. WASH-
1^00 tried to use the best biological effects data it could 
(and has since been partially justified in its stand by a 
new BEIR report), and discarded views they considered 
maverick. The Lewis report argues that the maverick views 
should be included and the error bounds increased accordingly. 
I personally disagree. The end result of this was to say 
that they thought the error bounds should be increased, 
but could not say by how much. Lewis himself (Nuclear 
Engineering International 1978) said: "I personally think 
that not enough data were available to give a numerical 
answer, and a numerical answer should not have been given". 
By this he means that WASH-l^OC should not have quoted 
absolute probability levels for reactor accidents. 

However, even if the error bounds are much worse, the 
approximate risk figures are still useful in comparison with 
other risks found in society. It seems unlikely that very 
large changes would result. 

Two aspects of the presentation were criticised: The 
peer review was said to be quite inadequate. This was partly 
true, partly unfair, and partly irrelevant. The peer review 
was inadequate in that the work was new and took quite some 
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time to come to grips with, and in that a large number of 
the people with expertise in the area were involved in the 
study and there were relatively few others who could make 
sensible comments. The resources needed for checking the 
results of the study were so large that only now can it be 
seen that it stands up to criticism fairly well, especially 
for a study five years old (WASH-l^OO recommended the 
study to be updated after five years). 

An unsatisfactory aspect of tho peer review was that 
many responses were received which betrayed complete mis
understanding of the study. For this reason the Lewis 
report argues that the report should have been technical 
and not popularised - avoiding diluting the correct response 
comments in a sea of others. However it is certainly 
arguable that the high cost of the study meant that public 
access was Justified in a form they could understand. 
Another unfortunate result of tho Lewis critique (Wlkie 
1979) Is that it also is popular, and if it gives rise to 
public pressure of any kind, it will dilute yet further the 
technical aspects. 

The other aspect criticised was the executive summary 
of WASH-1^00 which was said to lend itself to misuse. The 
executive summary did not quote errors, and did not 
mention long-term fatalities from cancers. These matters 
are clearly spelled out in the main report however. My 
personal opinion agrees with that of Rasmussen, who argued 
that the long-term effects of radiation were known, the 
effects of most other societal accidents were not and no 
valid comparison was possible. For example, what are the 
long-term effects of fires (which probably produce car
cinogens and spread them) or toxic chemical spills? However, 
more clarity could have been given to the executive summary. 
It is again unfortunate that the Lewis report also lends 
itself to misuse of its findings in that it already has been 
taken in some quarters as completely invalidating WASH-1^00, 
whereas it does no such thing. There was some response 
of Rasmussen to these criticisms (Nucleonics Week 1979c, 
Nuclear News 1979b). 
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Rasmussen did not agree that the bound could be greatly 
understated, but said that even if outer bounds are taken rather 
than the standard deviations, conservatisms (as outlined above) 
have reduced the lowest possible core-melt risk to 10~ , 

—3 —** whereas the upper bound still remains at 10 to 10 per 
reactor year. The upper bound figure is subject first of 
all to the fact that for reactors of more than 400 MV(e) 
we now have 50O reactor years and no melt-down, which 
gives a 50# confidence limit of ova melt-down in about 
700 years. If submarine reactors are included the figure 
becomes,with 95**» confidence limits, 10 per reactor year, 
but the precursors to these evtmte - pipe breaks mainly -
have not been seen either. He cited Apostolakis and Mosleh 
who using Bayesian statistics have argued that 1 in 2000 
is an upper limit. The VASM-l^OO figures ore only a factor 
of 2 s m a l l e r . That e i t h e r iiitans that tlio r i s k i s lower 
than WASH-1400 calculated (which seems most probable) or 
the chance that at least a precursor is high within the 
next 500 reactor years of operation. 

Three-Mile Island 

This accident has an interesting impact on probabi-
listics because mainly a situation arose which no-one had 
considered - a large hydrogen bubble might.impede correction 
measures. In fact the main effect was to drastically slow 
recovery. The NRC commissioners, as reported by Nucleonics 
Week transcripts, were seriously considering initiating a 
major pipe break so that they could get themselves into a 
technical situation they were familiar with, and could 
correct more easily and rapidly. The slower route was taken. 

The Three-Mile Island accident sequence was considered 
in WASH-1400 (although the reactor design was by a different 
manufacturer) and the probability without human error was 
considered to be 10**' to 10** por year (Nucleonics Week 
1979d). This shows dramatically how probabilities can be 
changed by human error. In fact design error was also 
involved, and procedural error in the instructions the 
operators followed. 
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WASH-1400 gives some figures which can help to establish 
whether its calculations were consistent with an accident such 
as at Three Nile Island (TMI). 

From Tables 5-6 and 5-7 of the main report, the chance of 
core melt is put at 1 in 200 with 100 reactors operating for a 
yeaT. Partial core melt as at TMI will be higher in probability. 
We take the commercial reactor operating years to TMI as 500, 
so the risk of core melt is 1 in 40. Given that, on average 
two cancer fatalities are expected over 30 years. One is 
predicted from TMI. Given the 3x error bar in Figure 5-5, it 
may be shown that the probability is of one death, and 
partial core melt may be greater than 1 in 6. This is suffic
iently near 1 that the predictions way be said to he consistent 
with the TMI situation. 

It can also be interesting to look at the question of 
core-melt probability figures quoted by WASH-1400. Are they 
shown to be incorrect by this occurrence? The calculations 
outlined above by Rasmussen suggested that a precursor at least 
of a core melt was likely within the next 500 reactor-years of 
operation. Three Mile Island is probably it. It does not seem 
to have been a true core melt, though the zircalloy cladding 
of the fuel seems to be substantially oxidised. The fuel 
itself is thought to be largely intact, but the accident is 
clearly a precursor. 

All this suggests that the WASH-1400 calculations were 
adequate for this particular situation, and in general they 
have not been falsified; core-melt probability may still be 
near the calculated figures. 

The Three Mile Island event, although the health effects 
were very small, has had a great impact on the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission. It is very unlikely that the precise sequence will 
ever happen again, and there is also probably a tightening up 
of procedures overall. 
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This illustrates the difficulty of prediction using 
techniques like those in WASH-li»00. Although it may rarely 
grossly underestimate a probability, • . ».!-:!; 
the target is a moving one - the probabilities in such an 
area will markedly decrease with an accident, and probably 
with time as well, as the industry ascends the learning 
curve. It could easily be possible that increased rigour 
of operation may balance any remaining accident sequences 
that WASH-1400 missed. 

Human error 

Human error is now considered to be the most potent 
cause of accidents rather than equipment malfunction. Even 
in 1968 (quoted in Swain 1977) 70-80$ of incidents in 
nuclear power plants were due to human maloperation. The 
figure has not decreased. It should be noted that WASH-1^00 
makes the assumption that in the first five minutes of an 
accident the operators have only 0.1 probability of doing 
the right thing and over the next thirty minutes the 
probability is taken to increase to 0.9- An even more 
pessimistic assumption is followed by the Swedes. Their 
assumption involves (Ericsson and Tiren 1978) making hard
ware to assure that all responses in the first 30 minutes 
are machine controlled - the operator is assumed to make 
no correct decisions in that period. They calculated that 
if the operator was always correct this would decrease their 

—6 —6 
core-melt probability of 3*1 x 10~ to 0.6 x 10" . There 
would appear to be room for increasing computer control, 
as a general rule. This would help to reduce overall risks. 
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